CHANTRY FIELDS AND WYKE | 2.5 MILES

WALK 6

1. F
 rom the Town Meadow turn left into the High Street and follow the road round to the left
into the Square. Keeping the church at your back, carry straight on down a lane, across
a footbridge over the River Stour to join a footpath which turns left and the right past two
thatched cottages.

There is a staggered ford here with one end beside the footbridge and the other by Chantry Ford
Cottage. The path leads to the car park behind Waitrose. Continue on the footpath keeping Waitrose
on the left side and go through a gate to the main road. Cross the road with care at the island.
During construction of this road excavations found evidence of an extensive medieval settlement,
including two iron ore roasting kilns, of which there are only two other examples from the 13th
century in the country.
2. G
 o through a kissing-gate along a short path to a second kissing- gate. Turn right
immediately to go through third kissing-gate and then cross three fields through more gates.
These fields are known as Chantry Fields. Amongst many other events , a great fete was held here in
1859 to mark the opening of the railway
The ground now starts to rise gently. Pass through yet another kissing-gate, turn left and make
for the final kissing-gate in the far right corner of the field.
3. Turn right onto a metalled road and at the T junction turn left. Carry on to the entrance of
Thorngrove on the right. Go up the drive for about 100 yards to a gate in the fence on the
right. Go across the field and through a pair of gates in the hedge. Continue straight on
passing through gaps in the hedges. Keep heading for the twin grey towers of the old Wyke
Brewery which can be seen in the distance. As the ground begins to dip look for out for a
gate between two bungalows straight ahead. A narrow path leads into a lane. Go past the
Buffalo Inn and at the crossroad turn right into Wyke Road.
Wyke has an old English Saxon meaning of ‘Dairy Farm’. A Norman William took the Saxon name
and had a small manor here in 1244.
4. S
 tay on the right hand side for several hundred yards. After crossing Broad Robin look for a
footpath on the left between two houses, Trelawn and Mount View House.
‘On one of his many visits John Constable painted the view down the hill from here’.
Cross Wyke Road with care and follow this tarmac path. Cross an estate road and go over the
footbridge and past the outdoor green gym.
5. At the road turn right and go past the Cemetery and Catholic Church on the left and then the
Garden of Remembrance on the right. Cross the over the main road at the T junction with care
using the island just to the right of the junction. Take the pedestrian access through the wall. Bear
right to return to the Square. Bear left and follow the road back to the Town Meadow.
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